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For the Fall 2021 to Spring 2021 academic year, the rush chairmen Connor Funk, Nick Gomori, and Zach Goodwin
recruited 15 new members to our great fraternity.  The professional recruitment event,  “How to Land Your First
Internship”,  was huge a success and gave tips to younger  members  and potential new members about
professionalism and internship opportunities.   The chairs held various social events including  bowling at HP Lanes
and a Super Smash Brothers Ultimate tournament. These events not only introduced PNMs to what the brotherhood
was like, but also brought the existing brothers even closer together through exciting games and challenges. 

Sigma Chapter of Theta Tau is now currently sitting at 33 active brothers as of the end of Spring 2022 after
graduating 6 seniors. Our numbers are only expected to increase from this point on as there is a large mass of
underclassmen who are ready to spread awareness of Theta Tau's greatness. 
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Each year, we try to raise our level of
professional development that we display
within the Chapter. Our average GPA and
CO-OP/internship rate has been steadily
increasing the past couple of semesters to
a recent all time high thanks to PD chairs
Bryce Behr and Alumni Jon Dailey. 

Over this Spring 2022 Bryce Behr hosted
numerous PD events for the brothers,
including a resume workshop, a guide on
how to land your first internship, interview
preparations and even a fun how to make
mixed drinks seminar co-hosted with
Alumni Anton Krondorfer. These events
were a huge success among the brothers
and helped us have a 100 percent retention
rate among our pledges this spring. 

Because we are a Professional Engineering
Fraternity we take PD events seriously
around here so hats off to Bryce Behr for
his excellent work this spring and hats off
to Alumni Jon Dailey for his work in the fall. 

If any alumni would like to reach out to
share their experience or would be
interested in setting up a networking/PD
event with out chapter, please feel free to
reach out! If any alumni are planning to be
at the career fairs, please don't hesitate to
contact us! 

P R O F E S S I O N A L
D E V E L O P M E N T
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This semester, philanthropy was busier than ever in our
mission to give back to our community! Just like in the
past, a big part of how we are doing that is by helping out
our favorite non-profit, Moms2B. They are an AMAZING
organization that aims to help at-risk moms in the local
Franklin area by providing them with not only the
resources, but also the education to raise a child. Their
efforts have directly led to a decrease in the infant
mortality rate in Franklin county. Our two main events this
semester were the NFL PlayOff Pick’Em Challenge and the
Boy Band Philanthropy party. 

This was the first semester that we have tried a fundraiser with the NFL
playoffs and it was a resounding success. In just under a week, we were able to
raise over $400 for our non-profit. This was in large part thanks to alumni like
yourself for joining the fundraiser and having fun raising the money. We were
proud to see one of our ESTEEMED ALUMNI Conner Applegate win the first
place prize in a thrilling Super Bowl this year.
Our second main event was the Boy Band Philanthropy Party. For this event,
we worked together with our favorite sorority, Delta Omega Kappa (DOK), to
help raise money for Moms2B by throwing a social gathering. For this event, we
charged a cover fee for everyone, including the brothers at TT and the sisters
at DOK, and donated all the proceeds. The theme for the party was boy bands,
so we only played music from classic boy bands and all dressed up for the
theme. The party ended up being a massive success and our biggest fundraiser
of the semester, raising over $2,100 in a single night! Philanthropy Chair Tejas
Venkatachalam went above and beyond this year and trulty set the standard
for future chairs to come. 

A l u m n i
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We had a blast hanging out with alumni this past year. Although because of
Covid-19 and brothers living so far away, it was hard to coordinate a massive
alumni event. We still were thrilled to see some of you at block and other
events throughout the year. The brotherhood of Theta Tau extends so much
farther than just your college careers so please stop by whenever. 

Most notably, it was nice to see alumni Matt Wesley, Drew Begg, Jon Dailey,
Jake Fekete, Alex Schell, Sam Strom, Connor Applegate, Abe Hagnazari, and
many others throughout the year. Keep your calendars marked for October
15th this year because the chapter plans on throwing together a sizeable event
for all active brothers and alumni. Hopefully the weather is nice for it! 

P H I L A N T H R O P Y  &  S E R V I C E



This semester the Sigma Chapter of Theta Tau at The Ohio State
University spent their free time remodeling their downstairs
kitchen. The chapter house kitchen at the end of the calendar
year was in a state of disrepair with most of the components of
it still existing since the 1960's and 1970's. The $29,000 project
headed by Regent Gaven Zou consisted of many aspects
including all new appliances, cabinetry, and countertops. 

The brothers for the most part handled all of the general
maintenance on the project in order to maximize every dollar
our alumni donated. We refused to contract any jobs out except
those that were not feasible given our collective skill set. As of
May 15 2022, Sigma is $2,500 short of completion. The list of
what our brothers have accomplished is as follows:

-Regrading and installing French drains with backfill outside the
house to prevent water from entering into basement kitchen
-Removing all mold from the walls of the kitchen
-Removing all concrete block paint 
-Removing and installing new upper and lower cabinetry 
-Repainting the walls in the basement
-Installing new kitchen appliances
-Destroying the existing half-wall down to peninsula level
-Flooring and usage of Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT) for entire kitchen
and basement hallway entrance
-Installing new stainless steel and quartz countertops
-Plumbing the peninsula sink and dishwashers

On top of the kitchen project, the brothers also had the 2nd
floor bathroom redone, refloored some second floor tiles, redid
and refurbished the executive room ceiling tiles, installed a
stadium seating couch setup in the living room, and installed
new security cameras. The grind truly does not stop at the
chapter house so we would love to have any and all alumni come
through sometime to see all of the hard work we have put into
our home. 

P r o j e c t s
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Brotherhood chair Travis O’Leary did an excellent job this
year coordinating unforgettable trips that promoted and
instilled a deeper bond between the brothers of Theta Tau.
The first of the trips organized was a trip to Fort Myers,
Florida in December. Eight brothers participated in this trip
where they enjoyed the beach, ate fantastic food, and
basked in the warm weather as a needed break from the
stresses of final exams the week prior. Then after various
events back in Columbus, the brothers took another trip.
This time they drove to Perfect North Slopes in
Lawrenceburg, Indiana to try their hands at snow skiing and
snowboarding. Although some of the brothers had minimal
skiing expirience the trip itself was still a huge sucesss.
Many returned back to Columbus with bruises, but the
memories attached to those bruises will last a lifetime.  

B r o t h e r h o o d
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The final trip that brothers took this year was to Nashville, Tennessee for
Spring Break. The seven brothers who participated in this trip used their
much needed break away from school to enjoy all the sights that Nashville
had to offer. This included visiting the Parthenon, exploring Vanderbilt
University, enjoying the nightlife, listening to unbelievable live bands, and
enjoying all the food that Nashville is famous for.  Altogether, this semester
proved to be a time of unforgettable trips with more memories made than
could be written down here.  

The brotherhood chair and the chapter hopes to keep continuing his
efforts, activities, and trips so that the sense of brotherhood between the
members can continue to grow. 



We had many successful and memorable
social events this year. In the fall, we had
a plethora of action packed blocks with
DOK, on top of a formal in Glade Springs,
West Virginia that is for sure going to be
one for the books. Robe block is still one
of the chapter's favorite events of the
year. 

There were also numerous date parties
this year at a variety of different venues.
The most memorable of the date parties
definitely has to be the toga themed date
party that was held at Fives in the middle
of April. Seeing all of the guys dripped
out in their togas was a sight to forever
remember as a highlight of our college
careers. 

Social Chairs Jack Lewis, Gary Manes,
and Jake Borto really pulled their weight
this year and we are excited to see what
tomfoolery Jack has in store for us this
coming fall. 

We are also thrilled to announce we will
be blocking with DOK, Phi Rho, and Delta
Chi this fall!

S O C I A L
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Dear Brothers and Alumni,

I hope this letter finds you and your family in good health. Throughout the
past year, I am ecstatic at the great strides Sigma Chapter has taken. I am
truly proud of the brothers banding together to better the chapter. Despite
the challenges of hybrid classes, testing mandates, and quarantine due to
Covid-19, the brothers were determined to see through a successful semester. 

In H & T,
Gaven Zou  Σ1016 X! RR!

A lot of the hard work that the brothers have put into Sigma Chapter is beginning
 to pay off, as shown by our growing chapter size. The brothers can’t wait to continue this upward
trend in the following semesters! For the first time since I’ve been in this chapter, we’ve had an
unprecedented 100% pledge class retention rate from pinning through initiation, for two
consecutive semesters. Half of the current actives in the chapter were initiated in the past year,
and we can’t wait to keep growing our chapter! The tenacity of the guys here is genuinely
unmatched. With all of the rooms in the chapter house filled once again, quorum for all of the
chapter meetings, and continuous efforts to revitalize the chapter, Sigma is looking better than
ever before! I am genuinely amazed at what the brothers here can accomplish. The brotherly love
that we show in times of need truly reflects why I am proud to be a Theta Tau man.



Dear Brothers and Alumni,

Thank you for taking the time to read this past year’s newsletter. We here at  
Sigma chapter truly relish every opportunity we get to see our alumni as
Theta Tau is a brotherhood that extends far beyond the scope of just The
Ohio State University. I hope that you have been receiving my monthly
update emails. As always, feel free to respond to them. I hope to see your
lovely faces this coming fall! If for some reason you have not been receiving
my monthly emails please email the chapter from the email address you
wish to receive them from so I can add you to our list! 

If anyone has any comments, questions, or concerns, please do not hesitate
to reach out to the Chapter. Update alumni contact information below!

Form Link:     CLICK HERE
Email:            SigmaChapterOfThetaTau@gmail.com
Website:        www.ThetaTauCBUS.com

In H & T,
Jackson Lewis  Σ1038 R!

C L O S I N G  W O R D S
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1CTrPhZ9M8qv5YMPe2G_e5sjgw7hLzCeqnWpam6x3CME/
http://www.thetataucbus.com/

